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In 1993 the CDSG News was renamed the CDSG Journal with Volume 7.
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CDSG News Volume 6, Number 1, February 1992

4 - BUSINESS NEWS

Member news
8 - Book Review: Sydenham Clarke, Fortification
8 - Book Review: Andrew Saunders, Fortress Britain
9 - Video Review: E. Deutsch, 1991 Philippine Tour Video
10 - Miscellaneous Book Announcements
12 - Mythical Singapore Guns
12 - Mystery 4.7" Guns at 'Keno' Illinois
13 - News from the Forts (Miscellaneous)
14 - U.S. Guns to Brazil - Do They Exist?
14 - More Requests For Information (Miscellaneous)
15 - Letters to the Editor
15 - Rose Island Mystery Emplacement
15 - Corrections
16 - Letter from the Editor to Authors
17 - Update, Surviving Breeches/Barrels at San Diego
18 - Plans Ahead for Two Washington State Coastal Forts

Articles
32 - A Multi-Part Series on Alaska Defenses (Part 1): ALASKA SEACOAST DEFENSE CONSTRUCTION; FORT MEARS WWII CONSTRUCTION [Dutch Harbor]; FORT RAYMOND, SEWARD, ALASKA, WWII CONSTRUCTION by Col. J.D. Bush CE; submitted by Al Grobmeier
41 - LAND DEFENSES OF OAHU'S FORTS, 1908-1941 by William H. Dorrance
46 - TOO SMALL OR OTHERWISE UNSATISFACTORY: DEADEND EFFORTS IN DEVELOPING A GUN TO PROTECT U.S. SEACOAST BATTERIES by Nelson H. Lawry
51 - FORTS OF EVERYWHERE - SAN JUAN & ROOSEVELT ROADS, P.R. by Robert D. Zink
57 - THE JOURNAL OF THE UNITED STATES ARTILLERY by Bolling Smith
59 - DATA SHEETS FOR RAILWAY ARTILLERY ARMAMENT by Al Grobmeier
61 - A VISIT TO WATERVLIET ARSENAL by Elliot L. Deutsch
65 - COAST DEFENSE STUDY GROUP SPECIAL TOUR IN HAWAII by Dale E. Floyd

CDSG News Volume 6, Number 2, May 1992

4 - BUSINESS NEWS

Member news
7 - The Danielsville 4.7" Gun Exists
8 - Fort Livingston, Louisiana
10 - U.S.-Made Ordnance Sent Abroad: More Questions
10 - Review: "The Industrial Bulwark of The Confederacy"
11 - New Publications From/On Fort MacArthur
12 - Reviews: Fortress Alacatraz, Guardian of the Golden Gate
13 - Information Wanted (Miscellaneous)
14 - The Coast Artillery Museum at Fort Worden
14 - Book Announcement: Narrow Guage to Noman's Land
14 - Local Get-Together
15 - Trip Report: Savannah, GA to Wilmimington, NC
17 - Contacts to Gain Access to Sites - Oahu
19 - Coast Defense Fortifications Open to the Public
22 - Photograph: 12"BLM at Btry Clinton, Fort H.G. Wright

Articles
23 - MORTAR CARRIAGE NOTES by Greg Hagge
32 - FORT MONTGOMERY, ROUSES POINT, NEW YORK by Thomas D. Batha
35 - COAST ARTILLERY PLOTTING BOARDS by F. M. Baldwin
39 - U.S. ARMY MINE PLANTERS by William H. Dorrance
42 - TIME-INTERVAL SYSTEMS by Bolling W. Smith
45 - THE BOMBARDMENT OF ALEXANDRIA by Philip Sims
47 - A Multi-Part Series on Alaska Defenses (Part 2): FORT GREELY, KODIAK, ALASKA, WWII CONSTRUCTION by Col. J.D. Bush CE; submitted by Al Grobmeier
52 - FORTS OF WHEREVER #14 - NORTH & SOUTH CAROLINA by Robert D. Zink
61 - SURVIVING U.S. COAST ARTILLERY by Terrance McGovern
67 - DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEM AT BATTERY HARLOW by Elliot L. Deutsch
69 - Fort Caswell Mortars
69 - Gun Displays in the Tampa Bay Area
70 - Miscellaneous Notices
CDSG News Volume 6, Number 3, August 1992

4 - BUSINESS NEWS

Member News
6 - Panama Special-Tour Announcement
7 - St. BABS X (Los Angeles / San Diego) After-Action Report
14 - Book, Etc., Announcements
15 - Requests For Information
16 - Gulf Forts - Things to See and Buy
18 - Canadian Additions to "Forts to Visit"
19 - Egg Rock Rodmans Re-Emplaced in Bar Harbor -
19 - Jewell Is. Military Reservation - Signs
20 - Fort Worden Searchlight Project Moves Forward
21 - Trip Report: Fort Whitman, Washington
28 - Trip Report: Crimea (harbor defenses)

Articles
31 - ARMY AIR SERVICE / AIR CORPS COASTAL DEFENSE 1919-1914 by William H. Dorrance
37 - CANNON ON THE GREEN by Rev. E.A. Garrett III, submitted by J.Eastman
47 - MINIMUM PORT, NOT A SMALL HARBOR BARELY QUALIFYING FOR DEFENSE by Nelson H. Lawry
49 - SEACOAST CARRIAGES 1886-1915: TYPES AND TOTALS by Nelson H. Lawry
50 - PLOTTING BOARD ACCESSORIES by Frederick M. Baldwin
53 - A DAY ON A TARGET-TOWING TUG by Frederick M. Baldwin
55 - ORDNANCE PUBLICATIONS CONCERNING COAST DEFENSE 1863-1914 by Bolling W. Smith
57 - Reprint [from "Naval History"]: "AFTER THE SEVENTH" by Capt. C. Hall USN(ret), submitted by R. Whistler
59 - FORTS OF WHEREVER - GEORGIA & ATLANTIC COAST OF FLORIDA by Robert D. Zink
63 - Photograph of 8" DC at Tampa Florida
64 - Miscellaneous

CDSG News Volume 6, Number 4, November 1992

5 - Report from the Chairman of the Board

MEMBER NEWS
7 - Alaska Defenses, Preservation and Documentation
11 - Reports on Four Forts at Portland, Maine
14 - Mid-Atlantic CDSG 'Members Day' Report
15 - HDSD Remnants Discovered at NAS North Island
16 - More on Bolsa Chica
16 - Fort Caswell Mortars
17 - REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION
20 - BOOK/LITERATURE REVIEWS
23 - Coast Defense Sites Open to the Public in Finland and Norway [gazetteer & trip report by Phil Sims]
33 - Errata /Message from the Publications Committee

ARTICLES
35 - FIFTEENTH COAST ARTILLERY (H.D.) REGIMENT 1924-1944 by William Gaines
45 - RECOLLECTIONS OF BATTERY GUNNISON, FORT HANCOCK, NJ by F. M. Baldwin
49 - THE TEMPORARY HARBOR DEFENSES OF BEAUFORT INLET 1941-5 by William Gaines
53 - EDEN EVELETH WINSLOW AND FAMILY by William H. Dorrance
56 - THE U.S. ARMY MINE PLANTER SERVICE 1901-1929 by Merle T. Cole
59 - FORTS OF WHEREVER #17 - U.S. GULF COAST, PART I, KEY WEST THROUGH MOBILE BAY by Robert D. Zink
66 - OFFICERS OF THE U.S. ARMY AND OTHERS IN HONOR OF WHOM FORTS AND BATTERIES IN HAWAII HAVE BEEN NAMED by Alvin H. Grobmeier

The CDSG News was renamed the CDSG Journal beginning with Volume 7

CDSG Journal Volume 7, Issue 1, February 1993

1 - CDSG February 1993 News
3 - Letter to the Board: CDSG Review

MEMBER NEWS
4 - Odd Bits of Useful Trivia ('Beginner's Notes')
5 - Fort DeSoto Notes
6 - Update on NAS North Island and Coronado Beach
6 - Finnish News
8 - St. BABS X (L.A. & San Diego) Follow-up
9 - C.A. Records Transferred to Regional Archives
10 - Defending Southeast Florida
11 - NEWS OF THE FORTS (Miscellaneous)
12 - BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS
14 - QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
15 - Fort Taiaoroa, Dunedin, New Zealand
17 - Operations and Functions of the CDSG Journal Articles

ARTICLES
30 - DUTCH HARBOR COASTAL DEFENSES by D. Colt Denfield
37 - HARBOR DEFENSE, SEWARD, ALASKA by D. Colt Denfield
41 - THE ACCIDENT. AT FORT H. G. WRIGHT by Leo Polaski
47 - RAID ON THE HARTLEPOOLS by Philip Sims
51 - REMINISCENCES OF Col. M. F. BURKE
55 - REMINISCENCES OF Col. M. F. GILCHRIST, Jr. by edited by Charles H. Bogart
57 - FORTS OF WHEREVER, FORTS OF THE U.S. GULF COAST, PART II, MISSISSIPPI THRU TEXAS (18th in Series) by Robert D. Zink.

_CDSG Journal Volume 7, Issue 2, May 1993_

2 - May 1993 CDSG Business News

**MEMBER NEWS**
3 - C. A. Records Transferred to Regional Archives
4 - Obituary: Richard J. Clifton
5 - Friends of U.S.S. MASSACHUSETTS (BB-2)
7 - Trip Report: Ft. DADe, Tampa, Florida
9 - Trip Report: Southeastern Massachusetts
10 - More on Ft Howard's 'Vietnamese Village'
13 - Book Review: Report of General J.G. Totten -
14 - NEWS FROM THE FORTS
16 - REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION
17 - BOOK & PUBLICATION ANNOUNCEMENTS ARTICLES
19 - CDSG PANAMA SPECIAL TOUR TRIP REPORT by Richard T. Whistler

**ARTICLES**
30 - AN ACCIDENT AT FORT KAMEHAMEHA by William H. Dorrance
33 - 1912 TYPE OR "PANAMA" FOURTEEN-INCH DISAPPEARING GUN BATTERIES by Bolling W. Smith
49 - 13th COAST ARTILLERY (HARBOR DEFENSE) REGIMENT by William Gaines
59 - GUNS AND MEN: U.S. COAST ARTILLERY TO SOUTH AMERICA by Nelson H. Lawry
63 - RANGE CORRECTION BOARD by Frederick M. Baldwin
65 - NATIONAL GUARD COAST ARTILLERY UNITS 1914 by Charles H. Bogart

_CDSG Journal Volume 7, Issue 3, August 1993_

1 - CDSG August 1993 Business News
3 - A Discussion of CDSG's Future Projects and Goals
6 - Coast Defense Books In Print

**MEMBER NEWS**
8 - Corrections and Updates
9 - Some Thoughts on 'The California Accident'
11 - REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION
12 - Newspaper Excerpt: Btry Nash
14 - BOOK/MAGAZINE REVIEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

**ARTICLES**
15 - THE COASTAL AND HARBOR DEFENSES OF GALVESTON, TEXAS by William Gaines
32 - THE FINNISH COAST ARTILLERY by Ove Enqvist
39 - U.S. MARINES AT WAKE ISLAND by Philip Sims
Journal Volume 7, Issue 3, November 1993

1 - CDSG November 1993 Business News
2 - Charles Lee Kimbell (1933 - 1993)

Member news
5 - St BABS XI Coordinator's Report
8 - Letters to the Editor
9 - Some Thoughts on Boresighting
11 - Delivering Ordnance to and on Oahu 1909-15
12 - C.A. Records Transferred to Regional Archives
13 - News from The Forts
15 - Trip Report: Northern C.D. Locations
17 - Trip Report: Northeast Locations
18 - Trip Report: Bermuda
19 - Book Announcements & Local Meetings

ARTICLES
21 - THE COASTAL AND HARBOR DEFENSES OF KEY WEST by William Gaines
31 - IMPERIAL GERMAN INVASION PLANS AND LANDWARD DEFENSE OF THE PATAPSCO RIVER FORTS by Merle T. Cole
44 - RETURN TO THE MANUFACTURER: UNDESIGNATED VARIANTS OF U.S. 8-INCH BARBETTE CARRIAGE, MODEL 1892 by Nelson H. Lawry & Glen M. Williford
49 - HARBOR DEFENSES, KODIAK by D. Colt Denfield
53 - THE SOURCES OF MORTAR MANIA by Philip Sims
57 - 12-INCH BREECH LOADING MORTARS by Bolling W. Smith
59 - HISTORY OF BATTERY FOREST J. FRENCH by William H. Dorrance
61 - FORTS OF WHEREVER - #20 - COLUMBIA RIVER AND WESTERN WASHINGTON – by Robert D. Zink
65 - 31ST COAST ARTILLERY (HARBOR DEFENSE) REGIMENT by William Gaines

Volume 8, Issue 1, February 1994

1 - FEBRUARY 1994 BUSINESS NEWS
2 - Letters to the Editor and Questions & Answers Editor
3 - Projects and Preservation Committee
5 - The CDSG Fund

MEMBER NEWS & SHORT ITEMS
6 - LETTERS TO THE EDITOR COLUMN
ARTICLES
19 - THE COAST ARTILLERY AT PENSACOLA BAY 1898-1946 by William Gaines
34 - HOW BATTERY TOLLES "B" WAS EMLACED by Charles D. Y. Ostrom, Jr.
37 - EVOLUTION OF THE INTERRUPTED-SCREW BREECH MECHANISM IN UNITED STATES ARMY HEAVY SEACOAST RIFLES by Nelson H. Lawry
43 - LOUISIANA & TEXAS PANAMA MOUNTS by Gary P. Paliwoda
47 - NATIONAL GUARD COAST ARTILLERY 1908-1925 by Merle T. Cole
51 - PUNCHBOWL MILITARY RESERVATION by William Gaines
56 - COAST ARTILLERY ORDNANCE IN 1922 by Philip Sims
59 - BATTERY BIENVENUE, LOUISIANA by Robert D. Zink
61 - THE UB-116 AT SCAPA FLOW by Philip Sims
63 - THE ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES [excerpted reprint]

CDSG Journal Volume 8, Issue 2, May 1994

1 - May 1994 Business News
3 - Coast Defense Study Group Fund - An Update

Member News
5 - Letters to the Editor
8 - Requests for Information; Questions and Answers
10 - 15 Pounder Guns Sought
11 - Photo Reveals a Second 1 0-Inch Seacoast Mortar & Carriage
15 - Trip Report: Gulf Coast
19 - Trip Report: Terminal Island AMTB Battery
20 - Book Announcements
20 - News from the Forts

Articles
21 - THE SIX-INCH PART OF THE MODERNIZATION PROGRAM OF 1940 by Robert D. Zink (artwork by Gerald W. Butler)
39 - FIFTEENTH COAST ARTILLERY REGIMENT 1924-1944 by William Gaines
39 - HISTORY OF FORT FRANK by William H. Dorrance
58 - WILIWILINUI RIDGE MILITARY RESERVATION by William Gaines

CDSG Journal Volume 8, Issue 3, August 1994
The CDSG Journal was split into two publications with Volume 9: The CDSG Journal and the CDSG Newsletter. The Journal contents are noted here.

CDSG Journal Volume 9, Issue 1, February 1995

Articles
A Coast Artilleryman's Experience at Fort Mills (Part 1) - 4
Herbert F. Markland with Shawn A. Welch
Coast Artillery Projectiles, 1892-1915 - 16
Bolling W. Smith
The Oahu Howitzers - 25
William C. Gaines
Forts of Wherever, No. 21, The Straits of Juan de Fuca and Puget Sound - 29
Robert D. Zink
M8 Series Gun Data Computer - 36
F.M. Baldwin
Too Hot: The Reduction of Muzzle Velocities in the U.S. Models 1900-1905 Seacoast Ordnance - 53
Nelson H. Lawry and Donald J. Loughlin
Coast Artillery Inspections - 58
F.M. Baldwin
A Brief History of the Bolsa Chica Military Reservation 1941-1948 - 60
Mark A. Berhow

Notes
Additional Information on the U.S. 10-inch Mortar and Carriage - 63
Nelson H. Lawry
1st Lt. William G. Sylvester - 64
William H. Dorrance
Report of a Visit to Battery 520 - 66
Elliot Deutsch
Ye Ballade of Ye Anciente Cosmoline - 68
Anonymous
A Rare Discovery at Fort Morgan -71
Elliot Deutsch

Reviews
Notes on Seacoast Fortification Construction by Eben Eveleth Winslow - 72
The Concrete Battleship: Fort Drum, El Fraile Island, Manila Bay by Francis J. Allen ... 73
Directory of U.S. Army Forts, Camps & Airfields (1789 to 1945) by Tom Kneitel - 74
Tom Swift and his Giant Cannon by Victor Applegate - 75

_CDSG Journal Volume 9, Issue 2, May 1995_

**Articles**
A Coast Artilleryman's Experience on Fort Mills Part Two: The 59th Regiment's Trial by Fire - 4  
Herbert F. Markland with Shawn A. Welch  
Forts of the Canadian West Coast-Victoria/Esquimalt Defenses - 16  
David Morgan  
Seacoast Artillery Gun Sights, 1892-1945 - 25  
Bolling W. Smith  
The Temporary Harbor Defenses of Fort Lauderdale, Florida 1942-1944 - 50  
William C. Gaines  
The Rock - 59  
Frederick M. Baldwin  
The Forty-First Coast Artillery 1918-1944; An Organizational History - 61  
William C. Gaines

**Notes**
The First Coast Artillery Enlisted Men Killed in World War II - 71  
William H. Dorrance  
Addendum to "The Six-inch Part of the Modernization Program of 1940" - 73  
Robert D. Zink  
10-inch Mortar (?), Continued - 75  
Robert D. Zink

**Reviews**
*The Fortifications of Alderney* - 76  
*Bunker Archeology* - 78  
*We Stood and Waited: Sydney's Anti-Ship Defences 1939-1945* - 79  
*The Last Word in Airfields-A Special History Study of Crissy Field, Presidio of San Francisco, California* - 80  
Errata - 82

_CDSG Journal Volume 9, Issue 3, August 1995_

**Articles**
"Fortress Without Guns" (Fort Ward, Wash.)- 4  
David M. Hansen  
The Board of Ordnance and Fortifications and the Airplane - 17  
Willam H. Dorrance  
What Happened to the Mortars of Corregidor? - 21  
Gregory J. Hagge  
The 14th Coast Artillery (Harbor Defense) Regiment, an Organizational History - 28  
William C. Gaines  
Turn of the Century Coast Defenses of Hilton Head Island - 45
Glen M. Williford
Some Recollections - 47
F. M. Baldwin
Night Drill - 49
by F. M. Baldwin

Notes
Corrections - 51

Reviews
We Stood and Waited: Sydney's Anti-Ship Defences 1939-1945 by R. K. Fullard - 52
The Maunsell Forts by F. R. Turner - 52

CDSG Journal Volume 9, Issue 4, November 1995

Articles
The Maritime Defenses of the Delaware, 1771-1950, Chapter I - 4
William Gaines
The Maritime Defenses of the Delaware, 1771-1950, Chapter II - 21
William Gaines
Controlled Submarine Mining in the United States - 42
Robert D. Zink
The 4-inch Navy Guns That Protected Hawaii - 55
William H. Dorrance
Firing Tables and Gunnery for Seacoast Artillery - 60
F.M. Baldwin

Reviews
European Publications on the Atlantic Wall and French Fortifications - 66
The Guns and Gunners of Hong Kong by Denis Rollo - 69
New Orleans: America's Most Fortified City by Codman Parkerson - 70

CDSG Journal Volume 10, Issue 1, February 1996

Articles
A Coast Artilleryman's Experience on Fort Mills:Part Three - 4
Herbert F. Markland with Shawn A. Welch
A Coast Artilleryman's Experience: Postwar - 27
Herbert F. Markland with Shawn A. Welch
The Maritime Defenses of the Delaware, 1771-1950, Part II-Chapters III-V - 35
William C. Gaines

Reviews
Beyond Courage: One Regiment Against Japan, 1941-1945 by Dorothy Cave - 70
USS Massachusetts (BB-2): One Hundred Years, Four Careers by James C. Coleman - 71
Strong as the Rock of Gibraltar by Quentin Hughes and Athanassios Migos - 71
German Defensive Batteries and Gun emplacements on the Normandy Beaches. Invasion: D-Day June 6, 1944
by Karl-Heinz Schmeelke and Michael Schmeelke - 72

CDSG Journal Volume 10, Issue 2, May 1996

Articles
Another Five Degrees: WWI Alterations to the Disappearing Carriage - 4
Nelson H. Lawry
The Coastal and Harbor Defenses of the Delaware, Part III - 11
Chapters VI to X
William C. Gaines
Some Subcaliber Thoughts - 73
Fredrick W. Baldwin
WW II Time Interval Systems - 76
Bolling W. Smith
The Rise and Fall of Fort Pulaski - 80
Warren Laing
Flags for the Coast Artillery - 85
Bolling W. Smith

Reviews - 92
Fortress Europe: The Atlantic Wall Guns by Karl-Heinz Schmeelke and Michael Schmeelke
Bunker's War: The World War II Diary of Colonel Paul D. Bunker Edited by Keith Barlow
Seacoast Artillery Weapons (War Department Technical Manual TM 4-210, October, 1944)

CDSG Journal Volume 10, Issue 3, August 1996

Articles
The Maritime Defenses of The Delaware, 1771-1950: Part IV - 4
Chapters XI - XIII
William Gaines
Coastal Defense of Tampa Bay - 52
Bruce E. McCall
The Mk I Mod 0 Mine System - 87
Charles H. Bogart
Esquimalt Fortifications from 1890 to 1905; Fact, Fiction, and U.S. Military Intelligence - 93
David Morgan

Notes
Some Gulf Coast Temporary Harbor Defense Activities, 1943-44 - 97
Robert D. Zink
Note on the Changes in the Elevation of the Disappearing Carriage - 101
Nelson H. Lawry

Reviews
Seacoast Cannon: Coloring Book by Brian Chin - 103
CDSG Journal Volume 10, Issue 4, November 1996

Articles:
The Gun-Lift Battery in the Defenses of the United States - 4  
David M. Hansen  
Battery Potter - As I Remember It - 17  
Fredrick Baldwin  
The Handwriting on the Wall: The Brief Career of the Telautograph - 19  
Bolling W. Smith  
Fixed in Concrete: Sewell Construction Tactical Buildings 1906-1917 - 30  
Nelson H. Lawry  
Fort Drum, the Concrete Battleship - 38  
Terrance McGovern, Jr.  
History of Fort Slocum (Davids Island Military Reservation) - 49  
William H. Dorrance  
William C. Gaines  
Reminiscences of Lt. Colonel Aaron A. Abston and Mrs. Kay Abston - 92  
as told to Charles H. Bogart  
Recollections of the 245th Coast Artillery New York National Guard - 96  
Fredrick M. Baldwin  

Notes:  
The 245th Coast Artillery Regiment, N.Y.N.G.-A Brief History - 108  
Bolling W. Smith  
More on Six-pounder Photograph - 110  
Nelson H. Lawry and Joel W. Eastman  
Installation Confirmed of the Second 75 mm Gun at Prince Rupert - 111  
Nelson H. Lawry and Jack A. Drysdale  
Errata - 111  
A Small Brass Puzzle - 112  
Elliot Deutsch

CDSG Journal Volume 11, Issue 1, February 1997

Articles
Zalinski's Dynamite Gun - 4  
David M. Hansen  
Meteorological and Tide Stations, 1890-1917 - 23  
Bolling W. Smith  
U.S. Marine Defense Battalions - 37  
William Dorrance  
Fort Totten and the Coastal Defenses of Eastern New York - 41
William C. Gaines

Reviews
Fort McHenry - 99
The Military Annals of Nahant -100
From Monitor to Missile Boat - 102
No Sailor but a Fool, coast defense war game - 103
At the Water's Edge: Defending Against the Modern Amphibious Assault - 104

CDSG Journal Volume 11, Issue 2, May 1997

Articles
Coast Artillery in the Trinidad Base Command and Sector 1941-1946 - 4
William P. Gaines
The United States Coast Artillery Command on Aruba and Curaçao in WW II - 20
William P. Gaines
Radio and Coast Defense in the Endicott-Taft Era, 1899-1916 - 31
Bolling W. Smith
The December 1914 Statement of American Coast Defense Policies - 39
David P. Kirchner
A National Guard Officer in Federal Service, 1940-1945 - 43
Fredrick M. Baldwin

Notes
Harbor Charts - 53
Fredrick M. Baldwin
Mystery Object in the Surf at Fort Miles Identified - 55
Robert D. Zink
German Use of French 155 mm GPF Guns - 60
Robert J. Macdonald

Reviews
Ships Versus Shore: Civil War Engagements along Southern Shores and Rivers - 61
Rings of Supersonic Steel - 61
Island No 10 - Struggle for the Mississippi - 62
12-inch American seacoast artillery mortar model kit - 64

CDSG Journal Volume 11, Issue 3, August 1997

Articles
Gun Houses in New England; Part of the Second System Seacoast Defenses in 1808 - 4
Kenneth E. Thompson Jr.
Fort Armstrong - 9
William C. Dorrance
Charcoal Powder Propellants for Coast Artillery - 20
Bolling W. Smith
William C. Gaines

Reviews
A History of Fort Screven, Georgia: Tybee Island's Military Heritage - 61
The Historic Defences of Plymouth - 61
Bermuda Forts: 1612-1957 - 62
The Service of Coast Artillery - 63
American Swords and Sword Makers - 64
Swords and Sword Makers of the War of 1812 - 64
The Maritime Defence of Canada - 65
Infernal Machines: The Story of Confederate Submarine and Mine Warfare - 66

CDSG Journal Volume 11, Issue 4, November 1997

Articles
Early Fort Ruger: 1906-1915 - 4
William H. Dorrance
Defending the Cape Fear River, North Carolina, 1803-1945 - 15
William C. Gaines
U.S. Marine Defense Battalions: More of the Story - 72
Gordon L. Rottmann
Some Thoughts on the GPF - 78
David P. Kirchner

Notes
A Reflection upon "Modern Gun Making," by Captain W.H. Jaques - 82
Nelson H. Lawry

Reviews
Atlantik Wall: Le Murde L'Atlantique en France 1940-1944 - 84
British Military Architecture in Malta, by S. C. Spiteri - 84
The Standard Guide to U.S. World War II Tanks and Artillery - . 85
The Lewis Gun. - 87
The Civil War CD ROM, from the Guild Press of Indiana - 87
Le Difese Castiere Italiane Nelle due Guerre Mondail, - 88
Die Regelbauten Des Heeres Im Atlantik Wall, - 89
Deutsches Atlantik Wall Archiv (DAWA) Nachrichten periodical -89
Die Festung Sewastopol, edited by M. Egger -90
Reprinted Publications from the Fortress Study Group - 91
The Lion's Claws: The "Amalfi" Battery, and Venice's Coastal Fortifications During The Two World Wars - 92

CDSG Journal Volume 12, Issue 1, February 1998

Articles
The World War II Defenses of Bermuda - 4
Terrance McGovern
Fort De Russy - 16
William H. Dorrance
Maryland National Guard Coast Artillery, 1908-1917 - 30
Merle T. Cole
Joint Army and Navy Coast Defense Commands: 1927-1945 - 45
William C. Gaines
Glossary of Terms Related to Coast Artillery Operations In World War II - 59
Compiled and edited by William C. Gaines
Primers and Firing Mechanisms - 67
Bolling W. Smith
Guarding Osaka: the Yura Fortress - 89
D. P. Kirchner
M1 Gun Data Computer - 102
F.M. Baldwin

Book Reviews - 122
The Forgotten War: A Pictorial History of World War II in Alaska and Northwestern Canada (Volumes One through Four)
The Maginot Line: None Shall Pass By
Coast Artillery Marching Song - 124

CDSG Journal Volume 12, Issue 2, May 1998

Articles
The Harbor Defenses in the 1938 Protective Mobilization Plan - 4
D. P. Kirchner
Meet Me in St. Louis: The Model 1900 6-inch Seacoast Gun Mounted on the
Model 1903 Disappearing Carriage, LF - 42
Nelson H. Lawry and Glen M. Williford
Smokeless Powder - 52
Bolling W. Smith
A Brief History of Reports of Completed Batteries and Reports of Completed Works - 64
Matthew L. Adams
Edgar Allan Poe, Coast Artilleryman - 69
Gerald W. Butler, assisted by David W. Lynch
A Coast Artillery R.O.T.C. Camp Diary from 1927 - 73
Compiled by B.W. Smith
The Forts of Wherever, No. 22 - Alaska Defenses - 85
Robert D. Zink
Antiaircraft Weapons of the Coast Artillery Corps - 93
Bolling W. Smith

Notes
The Coast Artillery and the New Coats from Bolling W. Smith - 113
New York Harbor Channels from Philip Sims -115

**Book Reviews**

*Der Osterreichisch-Ungarische Befestigungsbaus 1820-1914* - 117  
*Maginot Imitations: Major Fortifications of Germany and Neighboring Countries* - 118  
*Military Fortification: A Selective Bibliography* - 119  
*Fields of Battle: The Wars for North America* - 120  
*The World, Portsmouth & The 22nd Coast Artillery: The War Years 1938-1948* - 121

**CDSG Journal Volume 12, Issue 3, August 1998**

**Articles**  
The Coast Artillery 14-inch Gun 1907-1918 - 4  
Glen M. Williford and Nelson H. Lawry  
Seacoast Artillery Fuzes - 32  
Bolling W. Smith  
A History of the Modern Coastal Defenses of Charleston, South Carolina, Part I 1894-1939 - 55  
William C. Gaines  
Guarding the Lower Gate: the Shimonoseki Fortress - 91  
David P. Kirchner  
Battleships as Coast Artillery Targets - 110  
Bolling W. Smith

**Notes**  
CA Quiz - Where Did This Happen? from David Kirchner - 118

**Reviews**  
*At the Water's Edge: World War II Beach and Underwater Obstacles* - 118  
*Der Atlantikwall: Die Bauten Der Deutschen Küstenbefestigungen 1940-1945* - 119  
*A Harbor Worth Defending, a Military History of Point Loma* - 120  
*The Gatling Gun: 19th Century Machine Gun to 21st Century Vulcan* - 121  
Guardian of the Sound: A Pictorial History of Fort H. G. Wright, Fishers Island, N.Y. - 122

**CDSG Journal Volume 12, Issue 4, November 1998**

**Articles:**  
"With Nearly Every Problem Solved," The Development of Mechanical Ammunition Hoists in America's Coastal Fortifications - 4  
David M. Hansen  
A History of the Modern Coastal Defenses of Charleston, South Carolina Part II: The Harbor Defenses of Charleston in World War II - 35  
William Gaines  
The Early-Modern Armament of Japanese Harbor Defenses - 60  
David Kirchner  
Seacoast Guns and Carriages - 73
Bolling W. Smith

Notes:
German Coast Artillery in Belgium in WWI - 119
Philip Sims
The Observation Telescope (Seacoast), Model of 1908 - 126
Bolling W. Smith
Some Information on Interior Ballistics - 127
Robert D. Zink

Reviews:
Communications Equipment of the German Army: 1933-1945 - 134
Dutch Island and Fort Greble - 134

Errata - 135

CDSG Journal Volume 13, Issue 1, February 1999

Articles:
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Erratia
The mastheads in nearly all the articles in the print version of the Winter 2020 issue of the Coast Defense Journal had incorrect citations. In all cases the masthead of the articles should have read "Volume 34, Issue 1" and "Winter 2020." The publisher apologizes for the errors and confusion.
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